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RetailMeNot, Inc. Releases "The State of Mobile Apps for Retailers"
Study Showing How the Mobile Mind Shift Is Changing Retailers'
Mobile Strategies
AUSTIN, Texas, Aug. 12, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- RetailMeNot, Inc. (NASDAQ:SALE), the operator of the
world's largest marketplace for digital offers, released today the findings of an August 2015 study it
commissioned from Forrester Consulting that looks at how smartphones and apps are changing the retail
landscape and how retailers should respond to engage shoppers.

The findings of the study are based on consumer surveys and retailer interviews. One major insight the study
provides is that while today's consumers overwhelmingly prefer to access the Internet on their mobile
devices, only 30% use retailer applications to purchase products.
This mobile revolution in retail is not lost on marketers. Retailers increasingly understand the importance of
engaging with shoppers in these mobile moments. However, retailers struggle to get consumers to download
and use their apps. In fact, 60% of consumers have two or fewer retailer apps on their phones, and 21% have
none.
"Retailers' mobile strategies needs to encompass more than just their app and website—they must also reach
extended mobile audiences engaged in the shopping or browsing process," said Michael Jones, senior vice
president, retailer and brand solutions, RetailMeNot, Inc. "I believe that this study conducted by Forrester
Consulting clearly shows that retailers who involve partners like RetailMeNot, that already own and can
share consumers' mobile moments, are on a pathway towards success."
Get the full study here: http://www.retailmenot.com/corp/whitepaper/forrester
"This new Forrester study focuses on mobile as the most important touch point for retailers to win, serve and
retain customers," added Jones. "Whether consumers are shopping in-store, online or while time shifting on
their smart phone or tablet device, retailers' mobile experiences must meet consumer expectations."
Smartphones Are Quickly Becoming The First Screen For Consumers—Even In Retail
84% of consumers surveyed use their smartphones while shopping in-store.
Internet usage at home in the living room and common areas is now predominately done utilizing a
smartphone (83%), surpassing PC/laptop usage (53%) and tablet usage (54%).
Coupons Continue To Be Compelling Content And Have Gained More Traction As An In-store
Influencer Year-over-year
65% of consumers use their smartphones to find coupons online.
More than half (55%) of consumers surveyed say they use a smartphone to find a coupon while
shopping in-store, and an equal number use their smartphone to redeem a coupon while in-store.
The study found that in 2015, 49% of digital coupons discovered on smartphones are ultimately used
in-store to make a purchase, a 22% increase from 2014.

Retailers Struggle To Get Consumers To Use Their Apps
Of the U.S. consumers surveyed who have used a mobile phone in the last 3 months to perform a retailrelated activity, 60% have two or fewer retailer apps on their phones, and 21% do not have any.
Over half of respondents (56%) use retailer apps once a month or less.
In fact, the study revealed that consumers more frequently choose to use a mobile website to perform
the majority of their shopping-related activities, such as purchasing a product, finding a coupon or
coupon code or comparing prices with other websites or stores.
Retailers Must Do More To Reach Customers Beyond Having A Great App
Retailers can extend their mobile reach through partnerships with the applications customers use most often,
helping the retailer to "borrow" mobile moments. Partners like RetailMeNot can act as additional channels
for retailers to market to customers, and for new customers to discover retailers. Furthermore, promotional
partners with large mobile audiences and active users can provide retailers with an invaluable source of data,
context and insights that retailers need to provide customers with personalized, superior shopping experience.
Access the full study: http://www.retailmenot.com/corp/whitepaper/forrester
This study will be discussed in a 2016 SXSW panel that includes guest speakers from Forrester Research,
Mobile Marketer and RetailMeNot. Please vote for the session here: http://panelpicker.sxsw.com/vote/53658
For more information on this study, and other available research and case studies from RetailMeNot, please
visit: http://www.retailmenot.com/corp/resources
About RetailMeNot, Inc.
RetailMeNot, Inc. (http://www.retailmenot.com/corp/) operates the world's largest marketplace for digital
offers. The company enables consumers across the globe to find hundreds of thousands of digital offers for
their favorite retailers and brands. During the 12 months ended June 30, 2015, RetailMeNot, Inc. experienced
over 730 million visits to its websites, and during the three months ended June 30, 2015, RetailMeNot, Inc.
averaged 18.4 million mobile unique visitors per month. In 2014, RetailMeNot, Inc. estimates $4.4 billion in
paid retailer sales were attributable to consumer traffic from digital offers in its marketplace. The
RetailMeNot, Inc. portfolio includes RetailMeNot.com, the largest digital offer marketplace in the United
States; RetailMeNot.ca in Canada; VoucherCodes.co.uk, the largest digital offers marketplace in the United
Kingdom; Deals.com in Germany; Actiepagina.nl, a leading digital offers site in the Netherlands; Bons-deReduction.com and Ma-Reduc.com, leading digital offers sites in France; Poulpeo.com, a leading digital
offers site with cash back in France; and Deals2Buy.com, a digital offers site in North America. RetailMeNot,
Inc. is listed on the NASDAQ stock exchange under the ticker symbol "SALE." Investors interested in
learning more about the company can visit http://investor.retailmenot.com.
Be sure to "like" RetailMeNot, Inc. on Facebook and follow the company via Twitter @retailmenotinc.
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